Frontiers
with Jez Nelson 
(Classical ominous music plays) 

Jez Nelson : Fire from the heavens,flood,plague,all good apocalyptic scenarios,and possibly not the most cheery subjects for a Wednesday evening.It does seem though,that as we reach the half way point in the last year of this millennium that speculation about the end of civilisation as we know it,is reaching a peak.You can even go down the bookies and place a bet on exactly how the world will end. 

"The hot favourite I'm afraid is war,whose odds have been cut from 1000-1 to 500-1 this year.Then you can have famine at 25000-1,an asteroid clobbering us at 50000-1,flood is 100000-1,destruction by alien life-forms,500000-1,an act of God is a million to 1,and mass suicide 100 million to 1." 
[It's comforting to know that aliens are twice as likely to land than God is to intervene! -LB] 

Jez Nelson : Personally,I blame Nostradamus,predicting that the year 2000 would be our last.but then there are others,not least pessimists in the computer world,stockpiling goodies for the end of the year,when civilisation falls apart,because of the now infamous millennium computer bug. 
[The government leaflet states that aircraft clocks have been put forward to 31st December 1999 and passed into 2000 without dropping out of the sky -LB] 
How serious that will be remains to be seen,but scientists have a far longer list of rather more traditional ways in which the world might end.Starting with that ancient portent of doom,fire in the heavens. 

Paul Davies : It's a little bit like the Earth as it goes around the Sun being in a sort of shooting gallery that has all these missiles coming at it,more or less randomly,from all directions,and it is a random process,you can't predict when the next one is going to hit,you can only give the statistical odds. 
Looking at the history of the Earth on geological time scales,there have been many horrendous impacts.Awesome encounters in which the majority of life on Earth has been wiped out in one blow. 

Jez Nelson : Physicist Paul Davies on the pleasant thought that we might be obliterated by a giant asteroid.The threat of our planet being on a collision course has grabbed the headlines,not least because of films like "Deep Impact" and "Armageddon".Then last year,scientists were predicting, erroneously,we'd all perish when a large lump of cosmological debris smacked into our planet in the year 2038. 
[How do we know it's erroneous if it's only 1999,it hasn't happened yet? -LB] 
Only two weeks ago an Australian amateur astronomer,said we'd be hit in 2039,at least that buys us another year,but asteroid impact is a real threat.Astronomer Duncan Steel points out that you need only look around the solar system and you can see evidence of the damage an impact can inflict. 

Duncan Steel : If one takes a look at the moon through a telescope or even a good pair of binoculars,you see lots and lots of impact craters.Now clearly something has formed those in the past, and indeed we believe they are still being formed now.We're pretty sure they're still being formed now,on the basis of every few thousand years or every few million years,maybe there's an even bigger one,because we see asteroids that do come whizzing by the Earth and the moon,clearly occasionally the moon gets hit,and we'd also expect the Earth to get hit.For some reason people have shut their eyes to that possibility for many,many years,decades,centuries.But now we've realised that surely the Earth does get hit,there should be craters here,geologists are looking around,and indeed they are finding them. 
We see lots of impact craters,that's one thing.The second thing is that in fact if we look into the sky we do see lots of asteroids crossing the Earth's orbit.Every so often we see one passing uncomfortably close by,and really when we do the sums,we realise that we do get by something reasonably big on a time scale which is of concern.That is if we actually calculate it as a probability and say what is the chance of a big one hitting us and causing a global catastrophe? We realise that it's a little bit of an uncomfortable figure and maybe it's something we should take seriously and perhaps look at doing something about. 

Jez Nelson : The scientists have got a pretty good idea of what sort of catastrophe a giant asteroid impact would cause. 

Duncan Steel : People very often ask,"How much warning can we expect of the next big impact?" ,and the truthful answer to that is, "6 or 7 seconds".You'll be aware of the next big asteroid to hit the Earth 6 or 7 seconds before it actually hits the ground,at such time as it lights up as it enters the atmosphere with a brightness considerably brighter than the sun.In fact it may well be the last thing you see.So what happens 6 or 7 seconds later when it actually hits the ground? The answer is it excavates a crater which is something like 10 or 20 times its own size,so a one mile object hitting the Earth at 20-30 kilometres a second,something like 15-20 miles per second. 
[I wish someone will tell scientists to stop mixing their weights and measure systems.Imperial is out and metric is in.To use both in the same scenario is absurd -LB] 
Excavates a crater something like 10-15-20 miles across.3-4-5 miles deep.If you sum up how much rock is involved in being thrown out from that crater,you find it's hundreds,maybe even thousands of cubic miles of rock being thrown up.Most of it will actually come back down again,and it will come back down again all over the globe.It takes about 90 minutes for the space shuttle to do an orbit of the Earth.So it takes about 45 minutes to get to the far side,and exactly the same laws of physics apply to these rocks being thrown out.45 minutes to an hour later the rocks thrown out when London disappeared into a big crater come raining down upon Australia and New Zealand an indeed everywhere else between here and the Antipodes. 
When people say, "How did the dinosaurs die?",my reply to that is,"Well they were grilled to death". Okay what happened in the big impact is that these rocks were thrown out,re entered all the way around the Earth,and instead of there just being one or two shooting stars which you might see every minute during a meteor shower,the whole sky was full of these things coming back down,and it's easy enough to do the sums and see that in fact the sky just lit up and they were grilled to death.in fact in the geological strata at the time the dinosaurs died,geologists find a layer of soot and charcoal which is equivalent to everything being burnt up. 

Jez Nelson : And asteroids aren't the only things out there in space that could do for us.The cosmos is a pretty violent place. 

Paul Davies : We know that,on average,about two or three times a century,a star will explode in a galaxy like the Milky Way,in a so-called supernova outburst,and that theses are horrendous explosions, that the energy released during a supernova explosion is roughly comparable to that of the entire galactic output for a few days,and then the object fades.Now,from time to time,there will have been,during the history if the Earth,supernovae in our own celestial back yard,I'm talking within a few light - years from Earth,and there's no doubt that the radiation,particularly the gamma radiation,from those outbursts would have a very negative effect on Earth life.However it's not quite as bad as the asteroid impacts because if you're on the side facing away from the supernova explosion,you might be shielded from the initial burst of gamma rays,and you will have time perhaps,to do something about it,and I would expect that within a few years we'll have a sufficient understanding of the stars within our own solar neighbourhood that we could predict if there is that likelihood. 
Black holes are of course very much in the news.The more astronomers search the universe,the more of them they seem to find,and it's always possible that a black hole can wander into the solar system and totally throw the planets out of their present orbits,but again I take comfort in the fact that the solar system as been,probably,more or less stable for some billions of years.That certainly there has been a continuous record of life on Earth for three and a half billion years,and so the likelihood of any serious gravitational disruption,whether from a wandering star,a planet or a black hole is probably pretty small,otherwise it would have left its mark already. 
Looking further ahead,of course,we know the entire universe has got a death sentence hanging over it. Nothing can go on for ever and ever.The second law of thermodynamics ensures that the whole cosmos is a one-way slide towards a sort of final state of thermodynamic equilibrium. What does that mean? Put crudely,if you think that the most conspicuous activity in the universe is starlight,that stars like the sun,burning their nuclear fuel,shining,and in the case of the Earth,keeping life going,that obviously can't go on forever,the fuel stocks aren't unlimited,eventually the sun will run out of fuel and will die and so will the other stars,and so the prospects for the ultimate future of the universe which are very speculative,because we don't know what processes may come into play,but it seems to be one of cold,dark,lifeless matter,if the universe got that long to go.It is entirely possible that the expansion of the universe will come to a halt,the universe will reach a maximum size and then start to contract,in which case it will eventually arrive at a big crunch and everything will be obliterated.We just don't know at this stage. 

Jez Nelson : Of course,the time scales we're talking about here are pretty long term,and it might seem a little silly to sit around worrying about some distant supernovae,or the death of our sun,especially as according to Prof Bill McGuire,Director of the Benfield-Grieg Hazard Research Centre at University College,London,tumultuous events triggered by the restless interior of our planet are likely to get us first.Fire,flood and earthquake. 

Bill McGuire : An example in the US,is Yellowstone,there have been three huge eruptions,huge super eruptions there in the last two million years.Eruptions that are so big that you've had ash fall in Los Angeles which is thousands of kilometres away.Another place is in Indonesia is called Toba,that was the last super eruption,occurred about 73,000 years ago and,that ejected something,a little bit under 3000 cubic kilometres of debris into the atmosphere,and cooled down the whole planet, causing,some people think,even causing the last ice-age. 

Jez Nelson : Just one big eruption at a place where scientists don't even know there's a build up of molten magma [I thought magma was molten by definition? -LB] and that's it,a fate the same as the dinosaurs awaits us. 

Bill McGuire : For a super eruption you need a large mass of magma.It's not one of these tiny eruptions you get on Mt Etna or Vesuvius or whatever,Monserrat,and that magma will take a long time to accumulate,so you would expect to see inflation of the ground surface above,around the volcano,or there may not even be a volcano there,but expansion of the land surface in the area where the eruption is going to occur.Now that may take hundreds of years to happen,the land may swell by tens of metres, at the same time you get increasing earthquakes,more and more intense earthquakes as the magma forces its way up,and eventually will just burst through and you'll get a incredibly loud explosion which will be heard over an entire continent.Debris will be ejected into the atmosphere at an enormous rate.Pyroclastic flow,which are these deadly mixtures of gas,volcanic gases at high temperatures,and debris and molten fragments will just cover an area of thousands of square kilometres, killing everybody and everything in that range.Meanwhile all this debris in the atmosphere will cut out the solar radiation,so worldwide it would be like a dim winters day or even or even just full moonlight or something like this for two or three years.So plants won't be able to photosynthesise,there will be no harvest,people will starve to death, literally hundreds of millions of people will starve to death,and that will persist possibly for several years before things start getting back to normal again.There are certain areas like Yellowstone in the States and also a place called (indistinct) in Italy for example,near Naples,where there've been several of these huge eruptions and magma is still moving about underneath,so these areas are still going up and down by maybe a few metres in a matter of years.They're called "restless caldiras",the caldiras are the huge craters left by the explosions,and the restless part refers to that they are still going up and down.Now it's perfectly possible that there will be another huge explosion at one of these particular sites.But at the same time there's got to be a first time for anything,and there maybe other places around the world where great masses of magma are accumulating beneath the surface,but we just don't know about them ,we haven't looked there.There are over 1500 active volcanoes worldwide that we know about,but we're only monitoring about 150,so lots of the known volcanoes,most of the known volcanoes we're not looking at,and there may be many more unknown volcanoes,so it's a big problem. 

Jez Nelson : Even the most sophisticated monitoring of volcanoes and the planet from space satellites can't keep tabs on every inch of the Earth's surface.As for earthquake prediction,well most scientists have just given up on it,saying "It's impossible",and that the money is better spent on engineering cities to withstand the big one,and the fear here is not so much that life on Earth will be destroyed,rather that the global economy will be wrecked. 

Bill McGuire : This is an economic doomsday scenario rather than anything else,and I think two candidates for this type of economic devastation are California,Southern California,the Los Angeles area and Tokyo,and particularly Tokyo though,because there's such an enormous amount of the planet's wealth concentrated there.the product,the domestic product of the Tokyo region is actually greater than that of the United Kingdom,which is unbelievable really.Also the Japanese have investment all over the planet.Now if there's a major...well not if,when there's the next major quake, and it could be in the next few decades easily,the devastation in Tokyo could be enormous.You have 700,000 wooden buildings still there,so the potential for huge fire storms afterwards is still....still exists.If there's enormous devastation,Japanese industry will collapse,they will bring in their investment from the rest of the world,and so the global economy is unlikely to survive untouched it could be a very,very severe depression that goes on for a long time,and that quite easily could be accompanied by civil strife and a general change in the whole make-up of the planet's economy and social fabric. 

Jez Nelson : Earthquakes under the ocean meanwhile create another threat,Tsunamis or "harbour waves". 

Bill McGuire : Tsunami is a Japanese word,it means,well it's two words Tsu-nami which means harbour wave,and the reason they use that term is because in deep water,these giant waves that are generally triggered by earthquakes are hardly seen at all,they're just a little ripple.But when they get into the shallow water then they start to build up,the front of the wave slows down and all the bits behind catch up so it gets higher and higher.Then it can reach heights of twenty metres or more and the problem in Japan where these things are very common,was that fishing,in the past fishing fleets used to be out,not notice an earthquake,not notice a Tsunami,but when they returned to port they'd find that their villages had been completely destroyed and all their relatives killed. 

Jez Nelson : There's evidence in the geological record of giant Tsunamis,caused not by earthquakes, but by volcanic islands collapsing,and the waves that accompany these events are colossal. 

Bill McGuire : In Hawaii we know it because the last collapse about 100,000 years ago has left lots of coral debris and shell debris on the surrounding islands at an altitude of 375 metres above sea-level,which is over a thousand feet,now that wave would then have carried on across the Pacific basin and we can see evidence of it smashing into the Australian coast.It looks as if it was over 300 metres high locally, and when it hit Australia,in other words when it hit the other side of the Pacific,or the side of the Pacific nearest that way,was still I think 15 metres above sea level,that would have hit the entire rim of the Pacific. 

Jez Nelson : And where's the threat of such a giant wave coming from,the best bet is an island in the Canaries better known as a holiday destination. 

Bill McGuire : We're monitoring the island of La Palma which is one of the Canary islands,and in 1949,a huge chunk of the Western side of La Palma is a volcano called (indistinct) actually dropped 4 metres towards the sea during an eruption and then it stopped.But this mass of material now is sitting there critically unstable and the next time the volcano fills with magma or perhaps the time after that or the time after that,we don't know.That whole lot will go into the sea,and the wave generated by that will devastate the Eastern United States and the Carribean.Because these waves travel so fast they would have between 6 and 8 hours warning in the Carribean and Eastern United States.With the tens of millions of people who live in the cities down there,there's no chance,I mean there'll be widespread panic. 

Jez Nelson : Flooding of coastal areas isn't just a threat from single cataclysmic events and natural disasters.Anyone who's been following research into global warming knows that one of the most serious consequences of the heating up of our planet will be a rise in sea level.An increase in the number of storms and as a consequence flooding of coasts which could in some cases lead to the disappearance of whole areas and islands.Atmospheric scientist Mick Kelly from the Climactic Research Unit at the University of East Anglia,says that there's now little doubt the planet is heating up thanks to our own activities. 

Mick Kelly : We have good records of the temperature of the planet,since the late 19th century,I mean over a hundred years now.When we look at those temperature records,we see that over that period there's been a rise in temperature of about half a degree Celsius,and the four warmest years have all occurred during the 1990s.Half a degree doesn't sound much but as far as the global climate system is concerned that's a major change over a hundred year period.We now believe that a good part of that trend is actually the result of human activity,greenhouse pollution of the atmosphere.When we look at the fundamental causes of pollution of the atmosphere,then we can see three main contributing factors.It's the generation of energy,it's the expansion of agriculture and it's the intensification of industry.They are processes that are fundamental to life as we live it today.The population of the planet is going to continue to grow,there's going to be an increasing demand for energy and for the products of our modern civilisation,so far we're experienced a half a degree warming over a hundred year period,but over the next 50 years it's possible the warming rate may increase six-fold,and that's a very substantial change in planetary climate. 

Jez Nelson : So will we end up roasting ourselves to death in a shroud of greenhouse gases? Is it possible civilisation will end with a runaway greenhouse effect that renders planet Earth uninhabitable? 

Mick Kelly : We're confident at the moment that the Earth won't experience a runaway greenhouse effect like for example occurs on the planet Venus.The level of greenhouse gases in the atmosphere isn't sufficient,and the basic structure,the nature of our climate system wouldn't permit that to happen.If we look ahead we can foresee that our coastal zones are going to come under increasing pressure as a result of sea-level rise,and an increased frequency of storms,hurricanes and typhoons in the tropical regions.That means we're going to have to invest more in protection schemes,such as the Thames Barrier,and higher sea defences worldwide.Now for those living already at the margins of survival in the third world,then for these people ,migration is likely to be the only option,because the funds just won't be available to protect all of the vulnerable coastal areas.But that's not all,let's consider the natural ecosystems which provide us with many resources and services.These will be threatened as climate zones shift.Now species can migrate in response,but only if there's time and only if there's a clear space for them to colonise.But at the end of the day,I think it's harvest failure that must be the most serious threat.Many people are already suffering from malnutrition in the present day,and this situation can only get worse as climate change causes local harvests to fail and global grain reserves to be depleted.I have to say that it's my feeling that it's in this area of harvest failure that we may see the first and the most substantial impacts of global warming. 

Jez Nelson : Global warming will hit the poorest,the hardest,especially those living in marginal areas,and it's also likely to precipitate another end of the world scenario,the coming of new plagues and super bugs.Already scientists have seen that climate change brings with it changes in the pattern of disease around the world.Cholera outbreaks for example caused by flood.Changes could also lead to the emergence of new viruses,particularly as people are forced to make inroads into new areas due to pressure on land resources.Dr Frank Ryan takes this threat very seriously. 

Frank Ryan : What might come along,what's new,what could threaten us all,then I think by far the most likely possibility there,would be a new or emerging virus.One factor of course is for instance with bacteria,we're using antibiotics,the more we use them,particularly if we use them carelessly, more likely an antibiotic resistant strain will emerge,and that's dangerous.But I think an emerging virus, I think by far the most important factor is that humans are encroaching on wilderness areas, where these viruses live.These viruses don't just come out of nowhere,they're actually there already and usually they're living in what I call a symbiotic relationship with a natural host,in other words the virus and the host ,which is usually and animal of course,from our perspective,they live together in a kind of mutual harmony,neither really damaging the other,in a way they're quite supportive.But if humans enter that territory,if for example some humans killed some chimpanzees and got blood on their hands,or maybe in scratches when the chimpanzees bit them,some time ago,maybe about thirty years ago in the African Rain forest,the result of that is the chimpanzees symbiotic virus called HIV1 came out,and is about to kill 40 million human beings.I don't think that....I certainly think it's not a one off scenario,and I've got plentiful evidence.You'll find that,look at viruses that affect people,and 30 years ago about one new virus came out about every second year.Now new viruses are emerging at the rate of 3 or 4 a year.Now you could argue,and some people do,that we're better able to diagnose emerging viruses.But if you look at the chaos and the new kind of disease pattern that these agents cause,I don't think you could possibly have missed them.Thirty years ago science wasn't really rudimentary thirty years ago,so I think there's plentiful evidence of the rate of emergence of these new viruses is increasing. 

Jez Nelson : Is it really possible we could be threatened by a mutant virus or bacterium resistant to all the drugs in our pharmaceutical armoury that spreads as easily as the common cold. 

Frank Ryan : One of the commonest ways in which a virus spreads is by aerosol,in other words by inhalation as a result of an infected person coughing or sneezing and someone else inhaling the expelled secretions,that's one of the commonest ways in which viruses spread.For example there are two hundred cold viruses,influenza virus,chicken pox,measles and so on,all these viruses spread in exactly that way,so I think the chances that another virus might emerge and spread in exactly the same way,I think the chances are really quite high.Ebola emerged for the first time in 1976 in two different African countries and since then we've had about 8 or 9 different epidemics.They've always been limited epidemics in that the virus has never spread very well amongst people.But we've got to realise that of all those epidemics,all except one killed people.Now the one epidemic that didn't kill people was an outbreak amongst monkeys in a sort of monkey holding facility in the US at Reston near Washington.Now the extraordinary thing,the very frightening thing about that outbreak is the virus actually spread amongst the monkeys,an Ebola virus,spread amongst the monkeys by aerosol,in other words it spread by exactly that mechanism of coughing,sneezing and inhalation.What would have happened if one of the other many strains that did kill people had begun to spread in that way? Well,I think that would be a frightening scenario. 

Jez Nelson : It might sound like science fiction but there is an outside chance it could happen,and then there are other scenarios that really do sound a little far fetched.Computers that take over the world,or even a big threat from something very small,nanotechnology. 

John Leslie : It may well be commercially very important to develop very tiny machines which have their own on-board computers and which could be useful for all sorts of things,for instance for medical purposes.They could go round our bodies cleaning...clearing out our blocked arteries and so on,and some people think that there's a danger that these machines if they are made self-reproducing,as again might be commercially advantageous,would just reproduce themselves to such an extent that they'd destroy the biosphere,and I think it's the sort of risk which is very little discussed and which shouldn't be completely overlooked. 

Jez Nelson : Professor John Leslie is a philosopher,and author of "The End of the World".His starting point is the realisation that the human species is frankly,likely to die out,unless we do something to prevent it.He,and others have worked out,using a bit of maths and the so-called Copernican principle,that based on the fact that Homo Sapiens has been around for 200,000 years, we're likely to be around for at least another 5,100 years,but less than 7.8 million years.So should we be worrying at all? John Leslie says yes. 

John Leslie : I think it's something which should definitely worry us,because if the human race manages to survive the next 500 years,I think that there's a very good chance it would colonise the entire galaxy,and you're talking about,hundreds of billions of presumably happy lives which could be lived,if only humans don't exterminate themselves first.Because I think that humans of the future are likely to be much happier than humans today,and it would be tragic if we didn't manage to colonise the galaxy.Second it may be that the human race is the only intelligent species which will ever evolve in the history of the universe,and it would be a tremendous shame if the universe were deprived of intelligent life. 

Jez Nelson : This may sound even more far fetched,the idea that we should be striving to get into space and colonise new ecological niches,in order to ensure the survival of our species,especially when there are so many problems right here on our own earthly doorstep.So if the end of the world is so inevitable,should we really be fretting about it? After all it's not so much a matter of if it comes, more when and how.Well maybe the current doomsday panic is all media hype,we shouldn't get too worked up about the end of the world,well not just yet anyway.But then maybe the turn of the millennium has made us all,scientists and non-scientists alike,think about our planet,our environment and how human behaviour is affecting them.Perhaps we're gaining a feel for the fleeting nature of our own lives,and even how insignificant a thousand years is in grand geological and cosmological time scales. Maybe just maybe mulling over all this doomsday stuff will make us do something useful. 
(Classical music plays) 
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